Exercise

Beetles

insects
Insects make wonderful drawing subjects, as they feature
relatively simple shapes that allow you to have fun using lines,
dots, and other patterns. Some insects aren’t naturally colorful, but
you can still apply bright colors to their basic shapes.

Use a 0.5mm HB mechanical pencil to sketch a variety of insects;
then transfer the sketches to watercolor paper using a light box
or window. Add color with gouache and a fine-tipped brush.

When drawing a beetle, you can really have fun with the body shape, pattern,
and color combinations. First paint the body and head; then add details.

Moth

1

Draw the basic shape of a
moth; then add detail.

2

Paint the wings.

3

Add the body, eyes,
and antennae.

This round beetle features a decorated head and a striped body.
To create a harmonious balance of colors, match the details in the head to the beetle’s legs.
Use the tip of your brush to add the stripes on the body last.

4

Using a darker color than
the one for the body, paint
lines to create texture on the
moth’s body. Also color in
the tips of the wings.

5

With the tip of your
paintbrush and a small
amount of paint, create
thin strokes to add stripes
on the moth’s wings.

6

Use a contrasting color
to add dots at the
bottom of each wing.

Inspired Artist: Draw Every Little Thing by Flora Waycott. Find on Amazon or your favorite store.

Butterfly

Floral-Decorated Moth
I like playing around with adding floral designs to insects. The flowers growing outward on this moth’s body give it a
joyful look, and you can really use your imagination with the placement and shapes of the flowers and leaves.

To create a butterfly, I like to draw one vertical half of the butterfly first, and then I add the mirror image
on the other side. Creating a vertical line down the middle makes this easier. After transferring the
sketch, add color to both wings before drawing details, such as lines and dots.

Snail

When drawing a snail, make sure the body sits snugly by the shell, with a small portion of the tail poking out.
Finish by adding tiny dots on the snail’s body to create interest and texture.

First, draw the outline of the moth; then, working from the body in the middle, bring out the stems
and leaves before placing flowers and berries at the end. Add additional leaves and dots if you
notice any gaps; these detail elements bring together the design.

Inspired Artist: Draw Every Little Thing by Flora Waycott. Find on Amazon or your favorite store.

